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Computer teams boot up for success

INSIDE

...

by ORLANDO MONTOYA
Contributing writer

•

Golden Knights football
may be having a tough go at it, but
there's one UCF team that always
finishes on top: Computer Programming. This year is no exception.
FourUCFteams blasted the
competition at the 1996 Southeast
Regional Programming Contest
last Saturday, placing four teams
in the top ten out of 56 teams
competing, keeping alive a 14year winning streak.
Competition lasted five
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hours and took place in the Education Building gymnasium. There
were 56 separate tables in neatly
spaced rows of seven, each table
with a computer, a book of programming programs, and three
computer programming students
focused on one thing: getting a
balloon.
Each team's table was
adorned by a ba11oon for each programming problem correctly
solved. Problems ranged from
"Cops and Robbers" to "Halting
Factor Replacement Systems."
Teams scored points by not only
finishing correctly, but also by fin-

ishing first.
"Each team was challenged
by the same programming problems, which genera11y require
knowledge of a junior or senior
level," said Neils Lobo, associate professor of computer science.
The problem that UCF's
teams finished fastest was
"18,000 Seconds Remaining," in
which contestants were required
to write a program that would
estimate the amount of time remaining in a file transfer. Firstplace winners were Michael
Kujawa, Bryan Kline and Eric

Heimburg. It took the team 22
minutes to complete the project.
The team's success at making such problems seem easy is
largely due to practice, according to Dr. Ali Orooji, team faculty advisor and associate professor of computer science.
"There was commitment on
everybody's part," said Orooji.
Commitments that include
six to seven hours of practice
each week for 10 weeks. Team
members from previous years
also helped out, acting as coaches
during practice sessions.

Florida student leaders
discuss lobbying agenda
by JOE CHABUS
Contributing Writer

In 1995, the Florida Student
Association (FSA) organized a
rally at the UCF Arena, interrupting the Board of Regents meeting
in order to voice opposition to
proposed financial aid cuts and
tuition increases. This year, with
financial aid cuts successfully defeated and tuition increases off the
table (for now), FSA's visit to
UCF had a calmer but serious
mood.
UCF hosted student leaders
from around the state this past
weekend for an FSA Board of
Directors meeting. The Board,
composed of the Student Body
Presidents from each Florida public university, created a pro-active
legislative agenda which detailed
the organization's goals for the
year. Once the BOR decides on its
legislative agenda, FSA will gear
its efforts in representing student
opinion.
"We solidified our platform
as a student lobbying and advocacy group," FSA Executive Director Sharon James said. "Less
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The Golden Knights
.finish their first season
in Division I-A, with a
record of 5-6,
with a 27-19 victory
over the Bowling Green
Falcons, Saturday
night. The Golden
Knights extended their
winning streak to three
games.
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performance artist enlightens students

By JENNIFER LINDSTROM
Staff writer

One UCF student set herself on a quest to bring a promi. nent speaker to our school so that
students here would have the opportunity to learn about
multiculturalism .
Marvea Lopez, a graduate
art student, met with the internationally known performance artist, Guillermo Gomez-Pena, and,
with the help of the Art Education
Department, coordinated a free
lecture he will give Nov. 21 in the
Visual Arts building at 7 p.m.
Gomez-Pena will speak his
opinions about multiculturalism,
border culture, cross-cultural issues and immigration. He has spo-

ken and performed at many universities including Harvard,
Stanford and Rice.
"I thought it would be beneficial to the students at UCF to
have a speaker who is a little more
avant-garde as well as for our student Latinos to become inspired by
what he has to say," said Lopez.
Gomez-Pena is an interdisciplinary artist and writer, who has
been exploring cross-cultural issues with the use of performance,
poetry ,journalism, video, radio and
art. His writings and performances
have been highly effective in the
development of the debates on cultural diversity, identity and USMexico relations .
He has written two books
that discuss his views on the US-

8-lJ
12

attention was paid to this FSA
meeting because the BOR did not
establish a legislative platform
endorsing a vote to raise tuition.
When the BOR met last week at
UCF there were very few items of
concern to FSA. However, once
the BOR decides on their legislative agenda, we will make the student voice well heard if there are
issues college students are definitely opposed too."
In its Friday and Saturday
meetings at the University dining
room, FSA Board members discussed the work accomplished in
putting together background research and specific strategies on
lobbying the BOR as we11 as state
and federal legislatures, while also
organizing FSA Days at the capitol. FSA Days occur right after the
legislative session in March; universities bring students up to Tallahassee tcr meet legislators and
discuss educational issues. The
Board members agreed to begin
the lobbying process now by becoming familiar with their legislators on a personal basis in hopes of

.visit the Central Florida·Fut_ure in
..

•

;

Mexican cross cultures, and his
views on multiculturalism: Warrior for Gringostroika, and The
New World Order Prophecies.
In addition to his works in
writing, he has made performances
throughout the United States and
internationally including a performance at the Spanglish Opera in
San Francisco. He has spoken and
performed in festivals, community centers, on radio, television
and film.
Lopez learned about
Gomez-Pena in an art class, and
found him to be an inspiring artist.
She then made it her project to
track him down and convince him
that he should speak at UCF.
Other student organizations
who are supporting the perfor-

Wllilo
Guillermo Pena
WltneIID
Nov. 21.
Wltnen~

VAB
mance of Gomez-Pena are the Arts
Alliance, Office of Diversity Initiatives, Global and Multicultural
Education, International studies,
UCF Art Gallery, the Language
Department and the Consulate of
Mexico.
This lecture wil I also be a
see ART, page 3
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Don't drive so, don't
drive so close to me

•On Nov. 6 a bicycle was
stolen from the bike rack outside
of the Chemistry building. The
bike has an estimated value of
$50.

A 19-year old male student was charged for driving
under the influence on Nov. 9.
An officer pulled over the defendant in his vehicle because he
was driving his vehicle very
closely behind, almost striking,
another vehicle. When the officer approached the vehicle, he
could smell the odor of alcoholic
beverages coming from the
defendant's breath. The defendant was asked to step out of his
vehicle and had to hold on to the
seat to remain steady on his feet.
The officer performed sobriety
tests, and the defendant was arrested for DUI.

Honda Accord and stole a radar
detector from within.

harassing telephone
call
UCF Police arrested an 18year old male on Nov. 7 for aggravated stalking and making a harassing telephone call. The defendant had a warrant out for his arrest. The defendant's bond was set
at $1,000.

Incidents Reported:
•It was reported on Nov. 11
that a vehicle was picked up by ari
unknown person(s) and placed in
another parking space. When the
owner of a gray Geo Metro re-

Student arrested for
stalking, making

turned to her car, she noticed it
was in the wrong parking space.
Evidently, someone moved the vehicle to a "loading/unloading"
space next to where she had originally parked. Thei;e was a parking
ticket on the car's front windshield
for being parked in an unauthorized parking space. Damage was
done to the car's left, front fender
and license tag.
•On Nov. 10, someone
smashed the windows of a blue

• It was reported on Nov. 9
that someone broke a window at
the Kappa Sigma fraternity house.
The estimated cost of damage is
$200.

• A fire alarm in the Computer Center III building, room
337, sounded on Nov. 7.
When UCF Police arrived,
they found a slight haze of smoke
in the room. There was also a
moderate odor of burning electrical components.

•It was reported on Nov. 6
that a blue Fleetwood Cadillac
was keyed while parked in a UCF
parking lot.

enhancing a stronger student message when it comes time for the
legislative session.
UCF sits on two research
committees, the Due Process committee and a committee endorsing
the addition of a Vice Chancellor
of Student Affairs to the BOR.
Newly elected UCF Student Body
President Aaron Scavron represents UCF on both committees
and took time to explain the purpose of each:
Due Process: "Due Process
is concerned with the standard of
fairness given to students in student disciplinary cases throughout the state. Some schools in the
State University System (SUS) are
behind other schools in fairness
and entirety of the system. Here at

UCF, we do have a very solid
system; there is a student hearing
·· council which decides student disciplinary cases. However, at some
other Florida schools, the system
is not as fair. We want to establish
a standard throughout the state so
that Florida college students know
there's a certain standard of due
processes that every student will
receive should something happen
and you are brought up on student
disciplinary charges. We want to
ensure that students around the
state are treated fairly and equally."
Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs: "The BOR is a committee
appointed by the governor and
deals with all higher edu_cation issues like education in the classrooms and tuition; there is no student affairs component of the
BOR. A Vice Chancellor of Stu-

dent Affairs would handle issues
of student activities, clubs, organizations or anything else dealing
with student life. By adding a student affairs component to the BOR,
it will be easier for us to weigh the
concerns of student life. Student
life is very important-we not only
attend college to learn, but to gain
experiences that four years of college life will provide. We want to
ensure that the quality of life at
state universities is maintained and
improved upon as much as pos- ·
sible. A Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs would help advocate
student life issues to the BOR."
Scavron is currently contacting other universities to compare
and contrast the different Due Process procedures in the state. The
UCF Student Body President is
also interviewing the judicial· of-

ficers and Vice President of Student Affairs of each university.
"We're looking at the processes-comparing and contrasting-trying to find the best part of
each university's system and then
we will recommend Due Process
standards for each .Florida public
university," Scavron said.
In his first FSA meeting,
Scavron was selected by his peers
to the position of FSA Vice Chairman. Scavron said his administration supports FSA because of the
association's successful history in
fighting for students' rights.
"Legislators know students
do not vote in overly large numbers. Therefore, it is extremely
important that we have the support of a great number of students.
Our large numbers increase our
lobbying effectiveness and keep

•

•

•A wallet was stolen from
the Computer Center II building, room 111, on Nov. 4. The
wallet contained $80, credit
cards, a bank card and a driver's
license.
If you have any information
regarding any of the above
incidents, please call U CFPD
at 823-5555

-compiled by Michelle Abram

Aaron Scavron named vice-chair of student lobbying group
from FSA, page 1

•

both state and federal legislators
aware of what Florida college students find to be right or wrong,"
Scavron explained at the meeting.
Representing 220,000 higher
education students throughout the
state, the FSA Board oversees a
combined $33 million in Activity
and Service Fees. For this reason,
the future of the A&S fee is a matter
of concern to the FSA Board. According to James, there is a possibility that the BOR will recommend
splitting the A&S fees-requiring
part of the money to go directly to
student unions.
"We are basically opposed to
the separation of the A&S fee because students are the ones paying
the fee, so it should be the students
who decide how money is spent, not
the BOR. The students should have
control oftheirmoney." James said.
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Tired of making a spectaple of yourself?'

All because you've been told that you can't
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wear soft contacts? Forget that . .Just get your life into
FOCUS®- FOCUS® soft contact lenses. Because FOCUS®

•

are specifically designed to correct your astigmatism.
With FOCUS"", you'll see great and you can quit being a drag.

GE-rFREE
CoNTACT

CALL

SoF-r
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l-800-8'-15-'123~ X'-15
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Want an internship?
Just pursue it

,_.tedn ltti

~USt4M6'

UCF Time Capsule will be a 4 ft.
by 1 ft. cylinder containing such
items as artwork, music, jewelry,
love letters, poetry, photos, etc.,
detailing what it was like to be a
co11ege student in 1996.
Students wishing to contribute items to the capsule should
bring the items to the front entrance of the UCFLibrary from 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov.
26.
In addition to their items,
students will write down their
names, majors, and date of birth
on a list to be included in the time
capsule.
The time capsule will be
sealed and turned over to the UCF r-------------------~-----------------

Quotes, the UCF advertising and public relations club, will
host Intern Pursuit Wednesday,
Nov. 2Q from 6 to 8:30p.m. at the
Orlando Sentinel.
Intern Pursuit is a chance
for students looking for internships to meet with employers looking for interns.
Intern Pursuit also provides
students with a chance to network
and discover the many types of
jobs which exist in the Ad/PR field.
Intern Pursuit is a semi-annual project sponsored by Quotes.
This event is held in the fal1 and
spring at the Orlando Sentinel. It
is designed to bring intern employers in Ad/PR and potential
student interns together for the
informal exchange of information Calling-all writers ...
The Central Florida Future ·
about intern opportunities.
is
accepting
applications for writThis event was started in
ers
for
the
spring
semester.
1985 and has grown to include
The
news
staff
meets every
100 participants each fal1 and
.
Wednesday
evening
at Kelsey's
spring semester.
Pizzeria
at
7
p.m.
Quotes sponsors C-Day anNo previous writing experinually. This on-campus party for
the School of Communication is ence is necessary.
Call and leave a message at
an opportunity for students and
1
faculty to meet outside of the class- 823-8054 ext. 32 to arrange an
room for a half-day of food and interview.
fun at Lake Claire.
The Future wiJI also be conducting classes to potential staffers interested in learning graphic
Students get to leave
design.
messages for students
Call News Editor Ryan
of the 21st Century
Anderson at (407) 823-8054 ext.
UCF students of today have 32 for more information.
an opportunity to leave something
for the UCF students of tomorrow -Compiled by Ryan Anderson
in the l!CF Time Capsule. The and Abbey Morrow

~~~::x ~~i~r~~~~~~. ~;;~~nun-

Student's hard work pays off for others
from ART, page 1

way for m~mbers of the com mu- In his speech, Gomez-Pena will about cultural issues.
nity to become enlightened by touch upon the historical values
I think that it is important
Gomez-Pena's performance. La of the day as we11 as discuss the for many people to be more faCarre ta, a Mexican restaurant, restoration of Mexican traditions, mi liar with the Latino commuwill be catering the event with origins and heritage.
nity, and Gomez-Pena will by no
Mexican-style food. ·
Gomez-Pena will give stu- doubt make his audience look
This performance will also dents the chance to learn a bit more into themselves ~nd the
be taking place on the anniver- more about the Mexican culture beauty of the culture," said
sa_r_y_o_f_t_he_M_e_x_ic_a_n_R_e_v_o_lu_t_io_n_.__
an_d_te_ll_w_ha_t_h_e_f_in_d_s_i_m_:p_o_r_ta_n_t_L_o~p~e_z_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Submit to UCF's Award-Winning Student Literary Magazine
Deadline: December 20, 1996

The Greek Column

Sigma Phi Epsilon Frat
named best in region

•

by MELANIE RIVERA
Greek columnist

Fraternity Spotlight

Sigma Phi Epsilon FraterName: Sigma Phi
nity has accomplished a lot since
Epsilon
joining UCF in 1985. Sig Ep has
diligently worked its way to the
President: Chris
top in grades, involvement and
Warburton
brotherhood. Sig Ep' s efforts
Colors: Red and
have not been ignored. UCF's
purple
Sig Ep chapter was recently
named one of the best chapters in
Symbols: Heart and
the southeast.
sword
Sig Ep was also the recipiFounded: Nov. 1,
ent of the Buchanon Cup, which
honors Sig Ep Florida Mu as the
1901
best chapter in the region.
Sig EP also holds the third
highest GP A out of UCF' s 13 American Heart Association.
fraternities. Out of the on camSig Ep actively supports
pus fraternities, Sig Ep has the sorority philanthropies as well.
highest GP A. Scholarship is im- They have won first place in Pi
portant to this chapter. Each year, Beta Phi's Rock the Arrow two
the Sig Ep's offer a scholarship years in a row, as well as winto incoming freshmen. The schol- ning Delta Gamma's Anchor
arship, titled the Balanced Man Splash this year. In addition,
Scholarship, is not just aimed at Sig Ep brother Vinny Flood
Greeks, all freshmen may apply. holds the title gf Xi Man of the
In addition to academics Year for Alpha Xi Delta. Sig Ep
and awards, Sig Ep aids the placed first during HomecomAm~rican Heart Association. ing this year with Alpha Delta
·Every spring Sig Ep hosts the . Pi.
Queen of Hearts where UCF so"Fraternity life has a lot
rorities compete in kick ball tour- to offer," Sig Ep Chris Davis
naments, serenades, and spirit said. "It gives us a chance to get
banners. All proceeds benefit the involved on campus."

Send or deliver manuscripts and self-addressed
stamped envelopes to:

The Cypress Dome
Department of English (HFA 301)
University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

'
t

Submission guidelines available in HFA 301
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Hug_e 2br 2ba apt., walk to
univ.,quiet, nice view, $440'mo.
349-2723

CRUISE SHIPS IIlRING- Travel
FUNDRAISER-Motivated
the world while earning an
groups needed to earn $500+
Join us for victory in '96 ! UCF
excellent income in the Cruise Ship promoting AT&T, Discover, gas
.College Democrats Meetings
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 & Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
and retail cards. Since 1969,
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
full-time employment available. No we've helped thousands of groups
APARTMENT FOR RENT
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
exp necessary. For fnfo. call 1-206- raise the money they need. Call
2br 1ba, nice, quiet, new carpet.
CarJI1en: 823-0526
971-3550 ext. C54181
Lynn at (800)592-2121 ext. 174.
$515 mo. Prefer older students.
UCF demos @ aol.com
Free CD to qualified callers.
Call Loretta: 382-5979
UCF Newman Club
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438

CAMPUS CRUSADE
FOR CHRIST
EVERY TUES. & WED.
NOON SC214

2/2. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice.
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/mnth.
Dishwasher, disp. , washer hkup,
etc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now.

...
Christian male looking for serious
student to share 2/2 w/d own
bath 5 min from UCF (Cambridge Circle) UCF bus avail,
quiet, nice townhouse $240 mo.
1/2 utilities 273-2877

Winter Park, great location, close
to Rollins, hardwood floors,
fireplace, great backyard, room
furn or unfurn, $375 for all. Call
629-9671 for details.

For Rent
Apt. for .rent. 2 min. by UCF. 2/2
Lg lvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup,
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mnth.

r- - - - - - -

~

PHONE COUNSELOR
Night Shift
International Owner Services
Department of Mariott Vacation
Typing. 15 years experience. Fast/
Club International is seeking a
Mobile Home near UCF. 14x60,
Service
Phone
Customer
Accurate Service. Laser printer.
3/2. Includes appliances. GraduCounselor
to
assist
our
Asian
From
$2 per page. call 578-9511
ated, must sell. $6700 568-5775
clients. THIS IS A NIGHT
SHIFT POSITION. Minimum 2
year college degree and ability to
WORDMASTERS
speak, read and write Japanese
STUDENT PAPER SPECIALfluently a must. Previous
ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR
customer
service experience
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white)
CAMPUS 277-9600
preferred, but will train. For
performance tires,directional rims
consideration for this immediate
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover
opportunity, send resume to:
cold NC, great cond. x-tras, must
MARRIOTT VACATION
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399CLUB INTERNATIONAL,
4307
P.O. BOX 890, Lakeland, FL
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS.!!
33802. EOE M/FIDN
rants, Scholarships & Aid available
1982 HONDA ACCORD 2
from sponsors!!! No repayments
DOOR 5 SPEED COLD A/C
ever!!! $$$Cash for college$$$ For
140 K MILES MINT COND.
*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
info: _l-800-243-2435
MANY NEW PARTS. ASK
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
FOR MATT 384-7861 OR
ATTENTION
phone cards. For information send
LEAVE MESSAGE.
self-addressed stamped envelope to: HARVESTERS OF THE SEA!!!
BEST OFFER
Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL
Free fishing equipment: lures,
33164
hooks, shrimp buckets, rods & reels,

Services

For Sale

0

Other

c

grommets, polarized sunglasses,
even small vessels. Call Catfish
Perry at 823-8054 ext.26. Leave
Valet Parking Attendants for busy
Babysitter needed-energetic person downtown nightclub. $4 per hour name, number, and brief description
of your fishing needs.
to watch kids in Longwood home. plus tips. Must.have neat appear15 hrs., call 263-8931
ance, clean driving record, ability
UCF Airboating Club Meeting
to drive stick. Call 648-5601
2nd Meeting
Internet Access Terminal Sales
Our last meeting was a gas! Come
Complete vending units. $200 min.
join us at the Reflecting Pond for a
GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL
per unit sold, potential monthly
hovercraft demonstration. Bring
While still in school work with
income $500+ per unit. No $$
wading boots for a free ride. Call
the fastest growing company
investment required.
Buck at 823-8054 x26 for more info
PT/Ff Call 381-1872
Fax 941-815~963 7
and dates.
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Serving the University of Central Florida since 1968

J'lease check. one of the following:
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Gree/.: Corner
_Club h~fn
R<'<Jn1111ores

For Rent
For Sale
_Autos
_Help VVanred

Cclr Pool

Wanted
_Se1·v;ces

Ot/u~ r

_Personals
Sinn/es
...

T1.1 rors

Losr <...t Found

Cash
Please print clearly. Allovv a rnaxi111un1 of 30 characters per- line .
The Future will not be responsible for illegible handwriting.

~

Check

Am.aunt$ _ _ _________

I
I
I
I
·1
I
I
I
I
I

on the following dates. (Tlte Fut1U"c::
publishes Tue~. and Thur:::.. during Lhe Fall and Spring Scme:'.ters I
and on \.Ved. c:hu;ng the Sununer SemesteL)_
I
I would lih:e the ud to

n.111

I
I

RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, facuJty, s1aff and
alun1ni. $3 per line for all others. Each cha.racter in a stnng
of Boldface or CapitaJ letters counts as 2 characters.
PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and
payment to The Central Florida Future, 11875 High Tech
Ave., Suite 250. Orlando. FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds. or
fax form and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may
also be placed in person in our office~· Jocaced in the Lake
Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, r...t::xc to the Holiday Inn.
For more info. call (407)823-8054.

Name, address and phone (required)

~--------------------------------------------------~
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'Letters . .
From .
·Reader$·· ·
There's a disease spreading across the campus...

.

~

,(Jp·irlio._
n

·impress your,fam.ily,.
Annoy your 'friend$· and
Baffle your eneniies with:

Brian Smith,
Journalism

Nov.ember 19 ,·. ·19·9·6
.

STAMPEDE

.pretentipl)s'i, ·,.
Vocaou1a·r~r" ·"
·( ee"'.kwa-NIM~rh-~ee)~ ·n:
:'l,.E\fet'Hemperedn~ss, ·calm-

\f:)eSs'.

'. ~ ·

'example: . .
When I transferred to the University of Central Florida a few months ago I
was a content individual. However, over the
semester I've gradually succumbed to an
unknown disease. I sat in the library for
hours rifling through countless medical
books desperately attempting to diagnose
my ailment, but I only got a headache for
my troubles. I even visited the student
health center and explained my problem,
but once again I didn't get any answers. The
tricky thing about this disease is that it
doesn't affect my physical health or deteriorate my immune system. No, this disease
has invaded my utopian phyche and has
steadily caused me to feel apathetic towards
school pride and UCF tradition. Since, to
my knowledge, I am the first victim of this
ailment, I have named it Apathy Disease.
As a public service to my fellow
UCF students I feel obligated to list the
symptoms.
1. Non-attendance at CAB sponsored activities.
2. Lack of involvement in campus
clubs and social gatherings.
3. Frustration of attending a university without a proud historical tradition.
I have made the difficult decision
to come forward and announce my condition of full-blown apathy so that maybe others who recognize any of the above symptoms within themselves will seek treatment
before it's too late.
Don't misunderstand me, I have
enjoyed my time at this university. I've
gained new friends, laughed at Tuesday
Knight Live on several occasions and I was
even brave enough to venture to the Citrus
Bowl to cheer on the UCF football team at
the Homecoming game.
Sadly, UCF's proud tradition is
built on complaints about parking; the
never-ending construction and the rumor
that the acronym UCF actually means "U
can't finish ."
Do you feel the symptoms yet?
The university can't be pl.aced at
fault for the lack of tradition. It's only been
around since 1963, and it's difficult to gain
national notoriety when the shadows ofUF
and FSU loom over us. In addition, when
Disney World is just a few miles away it's
easy to believe that there is nothing else in
Orlando, especia1ly a division I-A university.
This Apathy Disease can be defeated, but only if students rally to support
a crusade for a cure. Sing the UCF fight
song while walking to class, pressure the
Student Government or who's ever in charge
to begin laying a new solid foundation of
tradition. A tradition not based on complaints, but annual events which will instill
a sense of school pride within the students.
For myself, my fellow students and the future Knights, the disease must be defeated.
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Response to the response; this is~ last one, really!
O When columnists disagree,
they sure do use a lot of ink. .
Whoa! Don't you just love it when
these little newspaper opinion-section wars
get going? It does the Future a favor when
more people pick up the paper to check out
the latest developments in the soap-operaa-la-newsprint. Man, I should have known
better than to take a potshot at Joseph
Nadeau. Now I feel wrathful. I'll have to
go to confession lest I be smote.
That's ok, because my roommate
is an ordained reverend (no kidding! If you
send 20 bucks to the Universal Life Church
in California, you can be one too!!! Fun,
eh?) and he's cleansed my blackened bleeding-heart liberal soul.
Man, and I was going to sic my
army of liberal brethren-in-arms and the rest
of my underground cronies on your family.
(No, I wasn't, that's a bJoody joke. I don't
collaborate with organizations such as the
evil. National Organization for Women, who
have risen up within American society with
the fanciful notion that women are actually
people too. I don't support the American
Civil Liberties Union, because civil liberties are completely against everything
America stands for. Those were jokes, too.
Har de har de har har har. Calm down.)·
Well, I got spanked on one
thing ... there are more anti-homosexuality
references in that Holiest of Holies, the
Bible. I'll bend over and accept my failureto-do-my-homework lashing. But what a
surprise! Romans 1:26-27, a long verse if
I do say so (why did you make me read

~~i:,)~1!:~~;,.::f~;,1Jitfi~~:P:~1ai~t:,

··,, ~ .' ;~ '. : ·

i.,~0:,~::, · :-,- .:.:.:<, ~:~~--< -.,.:-: eon~ib~ting CoJ~-~nist ,, ·~. -·--·-:~:'.::;;!~;-::~:>'ffr;ti:; ::·;,:
;: ...·
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that?!) does proclaim, urrcompromisingly,
that homosexqality is madness and against
nature. It left me convinced. Damn gays,
Why didn't I S'ee the light earlier? (Yet another joke.) It still doesn't provide a reason
why homosexuality is immoral and who it
hurts. It is written by another outsider, St.
John Chysostom, who couldn't even b~gin
to speculate about the merest possibility of
understanding just what homosexual love
is. lt's just a good Christianly reminder that
God said so.
I'd be happy to ask AIDS victims
who homosexuality hurts, also. Because we
all know, according to the late, great Sam
Kinison, that heterosexuals never die of
AIDS. (What do you know? A joke! Ah,
the poor Mister Kinison, whose only fault
in life was that he was a jerk.)
I am also not against the rich. I'm
against the rich who use their power and
influence to be greedy and unethical. I'm
not against Paul Newman, who uses the proceeds from his Newman's Own line of foods
to help charities. I AM against Wal-Mart
and Disney, corporate behemoths who exploit the Burmese and other overseas children to make their clothing for eight cents
per hour.
The simple truth, as stated by the

... . :··,

not-so-late and very great comedian George
Carlin, (that's not a joke) is that big business is responsible for everything that's
good and bad in America. Without big business, I wouldn't be able to engage in my
favorite hobby, namely playing Command
and Conquer, Descent and Warcraft over the
Internet. But without big business, we'd also
not be paying Shaq millions of dollars he
doesn't deserve, or cleaning up oil from the
feathers of Alaskan birds, or other such errant inadequacies of life which are a direct
result of big business having their way with
us since the Industrial Revolution.
Maybe someday we'll have, as
prophesied by James Redfield, author of
The Celestine Prophecy, a form of enlightened capitalism. That's when people stop
looking out for number one and actually
start using their fortunes for a greater purpose: The betterment of humanity! But in
this corrupt society? Hardly. We've got
some evolving to do.
Wow, two topics in one response.
Ok, brains off. Go back to the rat race. Joseph- sorry, man. Peace out. Oh yeah and I didn't even vote for Clinton, let alone
dupe the American populace into re-electing him. Stop pretending like you know
anything about me.
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Uving on ~mpus just got more aggravating
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Two years ago, in the fa]] of 1994, UCF had
over-booked housing in the dorms. They had to move
o:ver 100 freshmen to the Lake Claire Apartments, which
were originally built for juniors and seniors. I was one
of those fortunate freshmen .
When I first moved in, I was thanking my lucky
stars. The room I was assigned to had never been lived
in , so my bed was new, the furniture was new - it was
great. And when I saw the condition the dorms were in,
I was genuflecting in front of my apartment three times
a day, thanking God for messing up the housing files.
And, two
years later, here I
am ... still at Lake
Claire, simply because living on
campus is too convenient. And although I still believe that I am
much better off
than I would be in
the dorms , I am so
sick of this apartment system.
For one,
they keep raising
the housing rates.
This would be no
problem if it was worth it. However, they no longer spray
for bugs on a monthly basis. You have to call mainte-

They keep raising the housing
rates. This
would be no
problem if it
wasworthil

nance if you have a bug problem. We have always kept
a fairly clean apartment, but since we live on the first
floor, we have spiders and roaches and ants (oh my!)
constantly crawling under our door.
Also, not once have I seen them change our air
vents. Everyone presently living in our apartment has
allergies, and, no matter how often we clean, there is
al ways a film of dust covering our stereos and televisions. Oh sure, we've called maintenance, but they
haven't shown up yet, and I doubt if they ever will. My
roommate called them the first week of the semester to
have them raise her bed in order to store more of her
stuff underneath. They still have not been sighted.
Most of you probably realize that there is construction of the new Communication building going on
near our beloved apartments. Not only does this bring
stares from the construction workers and dust from the
site, but I have been woken up countless times at 7 a.m.
to the sound of one of their trucks backing up, thinking
it was my alarm. Some of you may not know that theyhave also decided to occasionally work at night - 3
a.m. to be exact- in order to finish their work on time.
(UCF finish construction on time? What-a concept!)
It's a. given that parking on campus stinks, but
my roommate has had to come home at 11 :30 at night
and park by the lake because of the scarcity of spaces
near ~he apartments. Then the UCF police have the audacity to give her a ticket for parking on the curb because she does not feel safe parking in Oshkosh and
walk.ing by herself so late at night.

Fun With Math!
This week's feature:

Tl:1-e Zipper Formula
The formula:
n(cz) + :8 l11(bz)
= miles ofzippyr
5280

,J:he variables:
n = number of people on the UCF campus
cz =average leqgth of zipper on a person's
clothing, in feet
bz =average length of zipper on a book bag, in
feet

\

Given information, approX'.i.matecfr·

rt =Sl,000 peop!e
.8 feet
,;bz 5,7 feet

.

CZ=

=

The

.calcuh:~tion:
.

.

~1,00Q,(~' 8) + .~1(31,QOO)(~~i)
=
5280

. 24,800 .t lf43~127
5280 '

I know that UCF housing is probably beating
down my door right now, ready to change the Jocks to
my room for criticizing them so much. In fact, I can just
hear them tearing up my housing contract, but hey, I'm
not the only one who feels this way. I'm just the only
one who had the guts to put it in writing.

167
. '927
...
5280
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~~ts m.i!~ o.~l~PP~t, o~th~ uclf ~m~U$~
~~!means if·:fu ihe zi~~r ()~t~e·campus
right

now were laid down, it would stretch an

Jhe way.toJhe.tl.tl~ntic Ocean!
·
Isn't thatgteat?! .. ·
Stay tu~ed for future fusta11m~rits of 'Fun
,
With Math!'
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White 1970 Dodge Challenger R/T. This
movie
was a moderate b9x office success
Autos writer
when it was released in 1971 by TwentiFor years, people have watched eth Century Fox, but because of the inTV and movies and have been amazed credible chase sequences filmed, it grew
at the high intensity chases caught on to become a cult classic. The origiq~l will
film. In film and TV, risky stunts are per- be reviewed in a future Autos section.
formed to get the 'perfect shot.' Many
The movie explains the Ufe and
of us have grown up watching the Dukes times of Kowalski, a Vietnam veteran
of Ha7.Wrd, Knight Rider, Hardcastle and whose life
McCormick and many other cool car TV has been troubled due to bis crazy luck.
shows. Seeing high speed· car chases He is loaded with speed (both the drug
unfold can be fun to watch.
and that cool 440 VS/4 speed variety) and
Well, for many car enthusiasts, he just goes wild. He has the job of a car
there is a o)d B-movie that bas gained a delivery man who drives cars across sevcult following. It was produced h?ck in eral states. Anyway, he just goes crazy
1971, and it's called Vanishing Poi11t. The on the road and outruns and outstµarts
movie starred Barry Newman, Clevon cops at 160+ miles an hour.
Little an_d , most importantly, a new
Well, Fox noticed bow.many car
enthusiasts love
this movie, so
they decided to
do a sequel. Tbe
new movie is
about Kowalski's
son,
Jimmy.
Coming this November, Vanishing Point II will
debut on the Fox
Tuesday-NightAt-The-M ovies.
eouRTESY /FOX NETWORK
The
new movie
walski goes wild in his Dodge Challenger in the new film
star~
Viggo
anishing Point II, coming soon to the Fox Networt.

By Brian Gajewski

•

• •

Kowals;lf'•s Re,t urni
,¥anitftiol ·Point H is, C'OMin 1 to the Fox Networ:.k
Mortensen
(Crimson Tide)
as
Jimmy
Ko\v al ski,'
Keith David as
Special Agent
Taftl~y, Christine Elise (ER;
Beverly Hills
90210)
as
Kowalski's
wife, and Jason
Priestly as the
"the
voice"
(disc jockey),
and a 1970
White Dodge
Hemi
lenger.

couRT£SYJFOXllE1WOllK

Flying high in a race against time, Kowalski goes wherever he wants.

Chat-

The new story is a lot more plausible than in the original movie. Kowalski
is a Desert Storm veteran who restores cars
fOr a living. While delivering a recently restored white 1970 DodgeHemi Challenger,
he finds out his wife has gone into labor. So
he turns the car around and races the car
across several states to be by her side.
Kowalski is concerned for her life because
she is suffering from Lupus. It is very possible that she could die from delivering the
baby, so he pushes the Challenger to its limits, at 160+ mph. Along the way he is
stopped by some dishonest cops and they
have a confrontation. The entire situation

snowballs in on.Jtim, and he is labeled
terrorist by the FBI, who work to stop him
permanently.
The new movie promises some o
the best chase sequences ever caught o
film. H you like thrills and spills, Vanish
ing Point II should be put on your agen
for November. So, strap yourself in.
could be a bumpy ride!
Vanishing Point T-shirts, hats, an
movie posters are now on sa)e from Twen
tieth Century Fox. Contact the UC
Knight Riders Car Enthusiast Club a
uctkr@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu for more infor
mation on their prices and where to pur
chase them.
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$200RMORE

OR SAVE S2 ON ANY PURCHASE OF $10 OR MORl
Yum! Treat yourself ta something tasty for less when you pay with
your Visa card of porticipoting Mrs. Fields locations. Save 54 on any
purchase of 520 or more. Or sove 52 on any purchase of SI 0 or
more. Offer valid August I, 1996, through January 31, 1997.

Term• and Conditions: (erlilitole 1edempl10n i1 10lely lhe 101po1111~l11y of M11 field1
OffemlidAugU>l I, 1996. tlnoughJanuary31, 1991 atpo1t1<ipolingM11. Fie~1re•ailla<a
ho~orwhilesupplieslas1.0nemhftcolepefcuslomerpe1vi1i1 Anyo1heruse,onst1lules
houd Nol YO lid wllh my Olher offer VOid where pmhlilled. Iaxed. DI 101lmled by low Vat.d
onlywheO)'DU use your v~ rnrd. Appl1u1ble1om m\111
be po1d by bearer. Only redeemob~ rn rhe UI Cash value
112$4
1/100 tent V110Reward1.11 o ""'" m111k of V110 , _ _ .
ln1erno110nolServ1reAsW<1Dllon
•
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LIMITED

you wont mind

ENJOY THE BEST

IN AMERICAN FASHION.

Save SI 0 on any purchase of 565 or more. Or sove 520 on ony
purchase of SI 00 or more. Simply present this certificote and pay
with your Visa card al The limited. Offer valid August 1, 1996,
through January 31, 1997.
Term• and Conditions: Cerrifi!Dle redempl10n • 10lely rhe "lll'"'bil1ty of The limited
Ollervol1dAugu111 , 1996, thmughJonuory31 , 1991 Volidl01onepu11hoseon~ondmusl
bepresenledotlhe11meofpUl!hoR(am'<llbeU1ed10word1hepuuhoseoflhelim11edGih
(er1ifico1es. Offe1 wolidons:ile meuhond1se. Hol volidwilhony olher offer. Anvo1her use
tonll1lutes f1oud Void •here prohib1ted, 1oxed." '"'••led by low. Va!id only when you u1e
yourViso1ord_Applicobletoxesmus1bepo1dbybeo1er
Only redeemable mrhe U.I Cash value 1/ 100 ce01 ri10
.

being

VISA

Re•01ds1101eivitem01kofVi10 lnlernotionoiSmite~
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ANY SINGLE ITEM PURCHASED AT

carded.

STRUCTURE

Structure invites you lo toke 15% off the purchase of any single item
when you pay with your Visa cord and present this certificate.
Structure Style is authentic dressing for real life. Our relaxed lit allows
you lo look good while feeling comfortable ond confident. Oller valid
November 1, 1996, through January 31, 1997.

,.
lcrmsond(onditionr (ert1fkoleredemplionis«ile~lheresponsib1lityolStru!lure Offer
vohd November 1. 1996. rhmugh Jonuary31 . 1991 or lt1uc1Ure11oresonly OnlyonrnHifi
co1eordiscounlmoybeusedperpurchnst lhrscerlilicoleisnorredeemoblelorcosh.notisrl
\Olidlowo1donypmiouslypl11chosedmeuhondise(erlil1<0leconno1beopp!ied101hepu1
chose of gih certilicolesor on redlined merchnndise. Aswciolesol S1ructureond rls ollihalt1
orenoleli91blelorece1velh~discoonl Goodon~forpurchoseolproducl!inditaled Holvolid

~::~ri::d
·:~·;,~fe~.~~Y 0~1:".~~n '::''~:· :::'.dv~:id ;;,~• plilolhl 1'b11''1e1d1111'1'1'1e1d111'11'
Apptmble lom musl be paid by beam .Only redeemable m r.he
U.S. Cash value l/lOOcent_ VisoRewordsrsoserv1cemarkofV1so
ln1ernolionolSernceAs~ia1ion
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OIL CHANGE AND/OR SAVE 10%

ON ANY BRIDGESTONE OR
FIRESTONE TIRE PURCHASE.

vv/te,f1vYITTA- IA-Styo-vtr Visvt'cvrrd
you'll svrve 6-i:J vr-t -r/te,se tlvtces.
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Pay with your Visa card ond gel on oil change for on~ SI 2.99! Or
save 10% on the regular price (based on the store's cotalog/POS
system) of Bridgestone or Firestone tires. To redeem this offer,
present this certificate when you pay at ony al the over 1,300
company-owned Firestone Tire & Service Center locations. Mention
code PlOO #03468 lor oil change offer and code PIOO #03476 lor
fire offer. Offer valid August I, 1996, lhrough January 31, 1997.
Terms and Conditions: (erliluole redemplion i~ ~lely lhe mpomibili1y of fire51one
Offer vohd Augusr 1. 1996 rhmugh Jonu01y JI 1997 Good only ID1 pu1!h01e of ~1
change smimond/ 01 liresmd1Coled ol wmpony·owned fiieslone lire &Se1v1ce (enlm
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olferincludesperlo1monceondligh111uckt0diok tlo1volidv.11honyo1heroffe10Mcon
nolbeU1edloreduceoulllond1n9debtV01d•herep1oh1b11ed taxed DI re11m1edbylaw
Val~onlywhenyauuseyourVi10!DrdlpplHoblelaxes
mU>t be pod by bearer On~ 1edeemable "the UI (01h
VISA .
.,1,. l/IOOcenr. Vi10Re•or<kKamV1cem01kolVoo ~
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Save 5360 on the Microsoft Office Pro 95 CD-ROM (regularly-priced
of 5529) when you use your Visa card at Insight - America's dis·
count source for computers, hardware, and software. Microsolf Office
Pro 95 includes Word, Excel, Powerpoinl, Schedule, and Access. To
place an order or receive a FREE catalog, call 1-800-927-3246, 24
hours a day. Reference code 217058-V when ordering. Offer valid
August 1, 1996, through November 30 1996.
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I Neck napkins
5 Unhappy
8 ."_old cowhand... "
12 Suit to_
13 Fruit drinks
15 Egypt's river
16 Rent again
18 Mona_
19 Move smoothly
20 Errs
23 Motored
24 _Diego
25 Bog
29 Giggly sounds
33 Came up
34 On the briny
35 Statute
36 Disencumbers
37 Less in numbers
39 Excavation
40 Foot appendage
41 Burrowing mammal
42 Davis or Midler
43 Noisy sleepers
45 Most recent
46 Exist
47 Above
49 Succeeds
55 Caron film
56 Comparison word
57 Make very happy
59 _even keel

60
61
62
63
64

Kind
Man on a pedestal
Trill
Legal matter
Annored vehicle

DOWN
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
14
17
21
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
37

Legally stop
Small piece of news
Lugosi of films
Search
Side dish
_a dozen
Arnaz of television
Babe
Cow's product
Medicinal plant
Fresh
More impudent
Effectively concise
Distress signal at sea
British farewe11
Trading centers
Sky hunter
Western show
Fool
Mao_tung
Upper crust
Carries on
Sugary
Wonder
Wooded areas

38
39
41
42
44
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
58

City railways
Encountered
Only
Wilkes_, PA
Gardener's chore
Part of a journey
Chicago's airport
Airs
Kind of skirt
Ladd or Alda
Thunder god
Landed
Artistic movement
British school
_Angeles, CA
Antlered animal

TA-l~

''To eat good food is to be close
to God ...."
-TonyShalhoub,Prhno
Big Night (1996)
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VIDEO REWIND

CAB FAIR
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STRIPTEASE

(Columbia)
Demi Moore, Burt Reynolds, Ving Rhames,
Armand Assante, Robert Patrick
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directed by Andrew Bergman
no stars

Nov.19

I've got to hand it to Demi Moore and director Andrew
Bergman. I never thought it possible to make a worse stripper
movie than Showgirls, but somehow they found a way.
Striptease is, irt a word, wretched. An unfunny comedy, a
nudie movie with little nudity, it is an abysmal failure at every
level.
It's shocking to think that the director of such comedy
gems as The Freshman and Honeymoon in Vegas is capable
of such an atrocity. Even the always watchable Ying Rhames
(Pulp Fiction) is given nothing to do, and Burt Reynolds
shows us just why he has been languishing in obscurity on his _
Billy Zane as The Phantom
Jupiter ranch these past few years.
Demi is completely unbelievable as a self-righteous
THE PHANTOM (Paramount)
single mother battling her pathetic ex-hubbie (Patrick) for
custody of their daughter. While the other actors go over the
Billy Zane, Treat Williams, Christy Swanson
top, Demi remains as serious as Meryl Streep. It's simply
directed by Simon Wincer
absurd.
(out of four)
The film is more of a silly movie-of-the-week-style
drama than a comedy. If you want to see Demi get naked in a
The Phantom is the latest comic book character to get
good film, rent About Last Night instead. Not only will you see the big-screen treatment. Part The Shadow, part film noir, with
a fine performance with some real laughs, but her body was alittlelndianalones throwninforgoodmeasure. You'd think
real then, too.
it would be a hit, but somehow director Simon Wincer (Free
•Arthur A. Paulk
Willy) bungles it up.
First of all, Billy Zane, while certainly handsome, is ·no
KAZAAM (Disney)
Harrison Ford. He's alright when he works the suit, but scenes
Francis Capra, Shaquille O'Neal
of him as Kit Walker, the Phantom's alter ego, just seem flat.
directed by Paul Michael Glaser
It doesn't help that Kristy Swanson, his lov~. interest, is.far,
no stars
from an Oscar contender herself.
TheNBA'sShaquilleO'Neal stars as a genie resurrected
There are plenty ofstunts and action sequences,'but they
back to life by a boy (Capra). The poor kid uses the big guy to come off as contrived and redundant, while Tre,at Williams, as
enact revenge on his grade school bullies. Add some special the villain Xander Drax, seems lost in a/world all his own.
effects, an inane script, and has-been actor Glaser (formerly of Williams' foray is a terrible attempt at acting.
TV's (Skarsky and Hutch) behind the camera, and you'll be on
What Wincer does get right is the attention to period
a mind trip suited for morons.
detail. The costuming and set designs are first-rate. The
•Lou Nead
Phantom is a great-looking film. It says a lot about what is
supposed to be an action movie, the most exciting thing is the art direction. Unless you just love
the wartime era, check out Darkman or Batman
Returns for comic book fun.
• Arthur A. Paulk
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282-0505
$5.00 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/ valid student I~
TAKE OUT OR DINE IN

Act 1, Scene I ....In front of the library
Rico: Hey, Dawn, let's go see Taylor Mason.
Dawn: Who?
Rico: You know, that funny guy!
Dawn: Oh yeah! That guy on Comedy Central!
Rico: Well, now you can see him live!
Dawn: Cool, when is it?
Rico: Tuesday, the 19th at 8:00 pm.
Dawn: In the Wild Pizza, right?
Rico: You got it, Hercules. See ya there!

Nov. 20
Is there a "ding" sound when you smile? Is there
a sparkle in your eye? Are you always happy? Do you
think you have what it takes to be the next Mr. or Miss
UCF? Come out and audition on Wednesday, the 20th
from 5-7 pm or Friday, the 22nd from J-5 pm. Auditions will be h~ld in the SCA.

WEDNESDAY, WEDNESDAY!
The red carpet gets rolled out for Winona Ryder,
Anne Bancroft, Ellen Burstyn and Kate Capshaw.
Bring your ·sewing kit and watch How to Make an
Ame!ican Quilt at 630 & 9:00 pm at the Student
Activities Center.

Nov. 22
I know, I know, we've been teasing you about
Henry Rollins coming on campus. Well, before you see
him live on Dec. 4th, come see him get pushed around
by Al Paci no in the movie Heat. Oh, yeah, Robert De
Niro and Val Kilmer are in it, too. It starts getting warm
in the SAC at 7:00 pm.
Any questions? Call the Office of Student
Activities at 823-6471 or visit our web page at

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.du/-osa.
• Danelle Marable

Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For
~
Terminatiori of Pregnancy 3 to 24 weeks
_
Consultation/Care/Counseling
. ~~
Chemical Abortions/Instrument Free
·
'--"
Local/General Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) n_ /J~ J _
High Tech Sonograms
~
Morning After Pill
~J.i@i:Hului·I
Birth Control - Family Planning
Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
~·lili•
11111111111111~ Yearly Gyn Exams• Nurse Practitioner
DIAL TOLL FREE
Tre~tment of Abnormal Pap Test
VD Screening & T;eatmant For Women & Men
_
_
_7
1 800 874 792
Convenient• Affordable •Confidential
· unt• Miltary Discount• Medicaid Discount
Board Certified " Evening Hours
u

..

1103 Lucerne Terrace Near Downtown Orlando

BREAK IS .OVER
~~::-.::==.--~
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throughQut the game.
Monday-Friday 11-5
only 25¢ wings at this time
AU Day and Night Saturday
Looking for a great byte?
www.bestpizza.com

Located across from UCF
in the UC7 Shopping Center
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NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando
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$arewell to the Seniors o
•
,.
•

•

¥:' •Are you concerned about job security, career

. advancement, or simply finding better
. employment opportunities?
•For less than 30¢ a day employers hiring
across Central Florida will be able to view
your resume on-line and contact you directly.
•It's the easiest and most affordable way of
finding a job today.

Apply Today!
Send your check or money order with a resume to:
f,

Employme11t America
2412 Oakwood Court Kissimee, FL 34744-2622
6 Months - $60
12 Months - $90
3 Months - $30
Reply today - get one extra month free!

You have nothing to lose and a whole new future to gain!
Visa/MC Orders Call (407) 935-1115

----------- ·----·- -----------

HEALTH
INSURANCE 1

•

''Sudents need Heal~h.Insurance. Pro~ect 1
yourselffront the rising cost of medical I
serrvices. You deserve the hest insurance .
.that is available to you. We at Blu Murray
will help you acquire that insurance."

Flag football championships provide drama
by DEREK GONSOULIN
Staff writer
On three side by side intramural soccer fields, three teams
won their crowns. Last Thursday
at the flag football champions of
Men's A, Men's Band Women's
leagues were· decided.
Two fraternity teams
battled for the highest classification, Men's A title. Pike, featuringformer UCF quarterback Darin
Hinshaw, defeated Sigma Chi I
20-7 behind Hinshaw's two first
half touchdown passes. Pike,
which never trailed in the game,
finished it's season 9-0 and
boasted out scoring their opponents by a whopping 22 points a
game.
Team Captain Matt
Chancey said that the Pike team
started three years ago, but that
this season his team's play came
together. "We finally played up to
our potential today. It feels good
to finally get the respect we deserve." Chancey said.
Sigma Chi II made it two
losses for the fraternity as the only
independent team to participate in
the championships, The Slayers.
won a defensive struggle 14-0.
Both teams held on goal line stands
in a scoreless first half before Brian
McCue returned an interception

for a touchdown.
McCue said it was good to
play a fraternity for the championship. "Usually the fraternity
wins in games against independents," McCue said. "This was
unexpected, but it feels good."
Quarterback Mike
Mondul, who finished off the scoring with a touchdown pass, said
that his team was tested. "That
was the tightest game we played
all year, but it feels good to go
undefeated," Mondul said.
Although no former university quarterbacks or fraternities played, the Women's flag football championship ended up being the best game of the day. Alpha Delta Phi defeated Fellowship of Christian Athletes 20-13
as quarterback Ami Baker hit
Colieen Coughlin with a 30-yard
touchdown to break a tie score
with under a minute to play. Baker
threw for three touchdowns and
ran for both extra points and
Coughlin caught a pair of touchdown passes.
The game, however, did
not go Alpha's way early on.
Alpha failed on downs
deep in FCA territory before opposing quarterback Cori Ceiter
threw a touchdown pass and extra
point to give her team a 7-0 lead.
Baker answered by hitting

Coughlin in the backcornerofthe
end-zone and running in with the
extra point to end the first half
scoring tied at seven.
,
FCA took a 13-7 lead on
Ceiter' s second touchdown pass
but failed to score the extra point.
Baker answered Ceiter again by
tossing her second touchdown pass
over the heads of two defenders
and into the hands of Audry Willy.
The missed extra point tied the
game at 13.
Alpha's defense held FCA
on their next drive and Coughlin
took a Baker pass, which traveled
25 yards in the air, the final five
yards in for the game winning
score. Baker ran in the extra point
to make the game 20- 13.
A crowd of almost 200
watched Alpha knock down the
final two passes in the end-zone to
secure the win in the closing seconds. The team and the rest of the
Alpha Delta Phi sorority rushed
the field in jubuliation in a mob
scene indicative of the heart put
into the game by its participants.
Coughlin said she felt nervous about the closing seconds.
"We lost our only game of the
year by one point. It feels good to
win this win," Coughlin said.
All three champions will
be participating in a national tournament in New Orleans.

Siu Murray
Insurance Agency

A CONTRACTED GENERAL AGENCY FOR:

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

505 Maitland Ave., Suite 21 O
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

(407) 332-0909

of Florida

WE FIND ANSWERS.

I
I

Policy# 8366· 789 SR ;

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
•Landlords
.) Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets
Need:
·A Will
•A Name Change
• Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain
legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center room 227
Monday-Friday 8am-Spm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association
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Golden Knights end historic season on a high
by TIM SPRINGER
Sports editor

ff the Citrus Bowl lighting system were to have failed last Saturday
night, the Golden Knights' passing
game would have taken care of the
problem as quarterback Daunte
Culpepper and his corps of receivers
lit up the Orlando skies.
The Golden Knights capped
off their inaugural I-A season Saturday with a 27-19 win over Bowling
Green State University in front of
14,112 fans at the Citrus Bowl.
Culpepper led the Golden
Knights to victory by passing for 306
yards while completing l 6of30passes,
including three touchdowns.
Accuracy ~d arm strength is
the combination Culpepper continuously used to march the Golden
Knights down field.
Receiver Mark Nonsant once
again played a key role in the Golden
Knights' air attack as he finished with
7 catches for 174 yards and two touchdowns.
Trailing 13-7 at the half, the
Golden Knights headed into the locker
room to shed the snail suits they seemed
to be wearing and returned to the
gridiron with the intensity they lacked
for the first 30 minutes of the ball
game.

Afterreceiving theopeningkick
of the second half, Culpepper and Co.
put together a six play, 66 yard drive
that resulted in a 12 yard touchdown
pass to senior receiver Stuart Stipe.
'1 got a touchdown in front of
my family, and that's something I've
been waiting for all year," Stipe said.
''It'sadreamcometruethattheycould
al I be here. It was a great way to end a
career."
Nowleadingl4-13,theGolden
Knights defen<;e took over and forced
the Falcons to punt. And what a punt
it was. Deep in their own territory,
Bowling Green booted a 73 yarder to
the UCF three yard line. One play
later, a Culpepper pass was intercepted
and returned to the one yard line. The
Falconsquicklypuncheditinandtook
a 19-14 lead after a two-point try
failed.
Culpepper and Co. again went
to work. The connection ofCulpepper
to Nonsant continued to be unstoppable as they hooked up for a 54 yard
completion that took UCF deep into
Falcon territory. Tailback Mike Huff
then sealed the deal with a one yard
touchdown run. The touchdown put
UCF up for good, but the Falcons
didn't think so.
Continuing to scrap for another
touchdown, Bowling Green contin-

'

Receiver Mark Nonsant burns a Bowling Green defender for his second touchdown of the
day while literally leaving his mark on the highlight reel late in the fourth quarter.
The UCF 'D' responded without hesitation and passed the test like it was a
take-home exam.
The "3-pack of pop," John
'BamBam' Bryant,Nakia 'Ballhawk'
Reddick and Kendrick 'The Brick'

''It's been a satisfying season,"
said linebackers' coach Brian
VanGorder. "People don 'tunderstand
the youth we have here on defense.
The kind of football this defense has
played this year, they deserve a lot of
credit."
Culpepper and Nonsant
hookecb-up one last time late in the
fourth on a 20 yard touchdown strike
to put the Golden Knights up by eight

with 4:25 remaining to play. The Falcons tried to hurry down field to answer thescore and tie the game, but the
Golden Knight defense wouldn't allow it.
"It was important for us to be
involved in a close game, but coming
out with a win was more important,"
Culpepper said. "We need that momentum to carry us into next season."

•
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A Bowling Green receiver lets a touchdown slip away during the Golden Knights narrow
eight point victory in the season finale. UCF finished the season with a 5-6 record.
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Gene McDowell's Golden Knights may have finished below
.500, but many feel his team still had a winning season.

'Air Attack' locks in on '97
by SEAN PERRY
Staff writer

With the late season schedule
offering the Golden Knights a downhill coast, the loss of receiver Todd
Cleveland may have seemed like
another shot of Murphy's Law. As
the level of competition gradually
declined, the top offensive name
was placed on the sideline due to
suspension. This may hav.e spelled
doom for a team that was hoping to
even out a record that had been
tarnished by bigger, stronger I-A
squads. SophomoreDaunteCulpepper found altemaiive targets though
for his squadron to drop bombs.
Receivers Mark Nonsant and Rufus
Hall found the late season spotlight
to their liking.
"There is a lot to be said for
their character, their hearts and their
will," coach McDowell said. "I am

really impressed with the will they
showed in these last three wins."
Nonsant has especially enjoyed . the opportunity to be
Culpepper' s number one target. In
the last three outings he has totalled
22receptions for494 yards and four
touchdowns. It is one of the best
three game stints in the history of
the Black and Gold.
''That's my goal next year,"
. Nonsant said. "To catch for over
150 yards every game."
With the freshman red-shirt
Kenny Clark joining the line-up and
Cleveland coming back, thier air
attack may be one of the strongest in
the country. And with names like
Nebraska, Auburn and Ole' Miss on
the schedule, they may need every
possible option.
"This just proves that as a
team you can't put all your eggs in
one basket," Cleveland said. "We

can't depend on one key player.
That will be the difference in the
future, between us becoming a typical I-A team or making an impact at
this level."
The off-season recruiting,
conditioning and maturation of the
offense may dictate how well the
Knights stand up against the '97
competition. With an older, wiser
quarterback and a spread out offense, the entire nation may be in
awe of the numbers the Golden
Knights plaster on the scoreboard.
Following last Saturday's game, it
was obvious that they already have
one loyal fan.
Coach McDowell eyed
Culpepper being questioned by a
group of reporters and approached,
reachingouthishand, "Youmustbe
Daunte Culpepper," he said. "I
watched you play today and thought
you did a pretty good job."
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Quarterback Daunte Culpepper drops back and locks in
on a UCF receiver. Culpepper has thrown for 987 yards
and eight TDs in the Golden Knights' last three games.
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